
The Yanks and Us 

Canadians worry about the United States. Anti-Americanism is ordinarily endemic in Canada, 
but so too is a reliance on the US as our major trade partner, our defender of last resort, and as 
the source of the films, books, TV, and magazines that most of us consume. We watch the US, 
think we know all about it (while the Yanks know nothing of us, we say), and tut-tut when some 
Americans go off the deep end. 

Certainly, there is a recurring strain of public madness in American life that troubles those of us 
who live north of the border. A relatively modest and inordinately expensive attempt to expand 
medical coverage in the US to cover more of the uncovered leads to claims that death panels 
will be created to determine who can receive care in the late stages of life, charges that 
socialism is being imposed by the Obama administration, and a dramatic shift in last 
November’s Congressional elections. Canadians fight about medicare too, but here the major 
battles took place a half century ago (when some of the debate in Saskatchewan, for example, 
grew extremely heated), and now the only struggles are over how much money will be paid and 
by whom to keep the system going. 

Then the ghastly Arizona shootings occur and they feed our concern that we really do need to 
worry about our neighbours. There is a gun culture in the United States that is grotesque. Guns 
are sold over the counter in many states, including semi-automatic weapons. Some states 
permit concealed weapons to be carried by anyone. Others are debating whether guns should 
be allowed on university campuses. There are supporters of a weapons culture in Canada too, 
to be sure, but the debate is far more moderate in tone and focussed on whether farmers should 
be obliged to license the .22 rifle they need to kill chicken-eating foxes. The difference is vast. 

What moves the debate in the United States is the media, especially the strident commentators 
on radio and television and blogs. Fox News is addictive to those who watch it, able to mobilize 
thousands for unlikely causes. Bill O’Reilly once demanded that Americans stop going to the 
Caribbean island of Aruba because, he claimed, the authorities there were not moving quickly or 
decisively enough to investigate the murder of a teenaged American tourist. Whether the 
Aruban economy crashed or not is immaterial (except to Arubans), but the overweening hubris 
of a TV personality to demand such action is surely extraordinary. Whether such rhetoric moved 
the Arizona shooter, a sadly troubled young man, to action is unclear and may never be 
determined. There seems little doubt, however, that overheated commentators have poisoned 
public debate and encouraged hotheads to believe that acting out their fantasies may win 
approval. 

Americans are different from Canadians, we say. They are loud; we are quiet, or so we think. 
They make war; we (try to) keep peace, although we have fought and are fighting wars. They 
are a superpower; we are, we genuinely think, a moral superpower that is rather better than the 
US is. In our own minds, we Canadians are pretty good people.  But sometimes when 
Americans do look at us, they may not always like what they see. 

Donn Esmonde is a Buffalo News columnist who began a piece on January 9 this way: “It is a 
good thing that the World Junior hockey tournament did not last any longer. Another week and 
we might have had a border war.” Where had all the “polite, humble, rule-respecting” Canadians 
gone? Instead his city was swarmed by face-painted, drunken, arrogant, loud, obnoxious bad-
tipping Canadians hooting for their national team and booing every opponent faced by the rival 
US squad. Whether Canadians are bad restaurant tippers may be doubtful, but the rest of 
Esmonde’s complaints surely ring true to anyone who watched the junior hockey games on 



television. The Canadian fans were frankly appalling, a national embarrassment, their raucous 
enthusiasm heightened by the booze that dulled their good sense. 

And the response to Esmonde’s column? A few Americans wrote in with comments to the News 
to plead for peace and to say that the Canadians really weren’t all that bad. But Cathal Kelly in 
the Toronto Star two days later went into high dudgeon mode to proclaim that for a century 
“we’ve put up with your jingoism and your insularity and your shocking ignorance of the world 
outside your borders.”  There was more, and Kelly wasn’t referring only to the citizens of 
Buffalo, NY. His chauvinistic response would have done Bill O’Reilly proud. 

So. Perhaps Canadians and Americans have more in common—on the bad side of life—than 
we like to believe north of the border. And maybe, just maybe, we have more in common on the 
good side too. A little moderation might be useful for both Americans and Canadians. 
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